'IRAQ,
when public opinion was likely to be divided or unfavourable'.
Nor does examination of the communications from the India
Office to the Acting Civil Commissioner reveal that H.M.
Government had given any indication of what they would
consider 'favourable or unfavourable'. Nothing in the telegram
ordering the plebiscite indicates that H.M. Government was
not genuinely seeking for guidance in setting up the best forms
of government in 'Iraq; that it had reached any definite con-
clusions concerning the questions it had sent to the Acting
Civil Commissioner; or that its instructions were not to be
followed literally. It would appear that as far as H.M. Govern-
ment was concerned, any straightforward, authoritative state-
ment of genuine and unbiased views would be welcomed as
indicating the trend of public opinion, on which they might
base the government of the new state.
The emphasis placed by the Acting Civil Commissioner on
securing 'satisfactory opinion, together with the inclusion of
his own strongly worded telegrams as guides as to what might
be considered satisfactory, seem to point to a desire on the part
of the Acting Civil Commissioner to make sure that the results
of the plebiscite would be satisfactory to his own proposals.
It is possible that he had seen, at the time he suggested a
consultation of public opinion, the opportunity, in a well-
controlled plebiscite, to confound and discredit, once and for all,
the Western Arabia party and others of like ilk who sought to
give independence to 'Iraq by demanding a literal interpreta-
tion of the clause in the Anglo-French Declaration, 'the
establishment of national governments and administrations
drawing their authority from the initiative and free choice of
indigenous populations'. If this group could be confronted
with the established fact that all sections of public opinion
had been consulted and did not want independence but rather
continued British control, he believed it would no longer be a
menace in the councils of H.M. Government.
It may be also that he had seen from the first the opportunity
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